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ABSTRACT

We present the results of a comprehensive study of the gamma-ray burst 080928 and of its afterglow. GRB 080928 was a long burst
detected by Swift/BAT and Fermi/GBM. It is one of the exceptional cases where optical emission had already been detected when
the GRB itself was still radiating in the gamma-ray band. For nearly 100 s simultaneous optical, X-ray and gamma-ray data provide
a coverage of the spectral energy distribution of the transient source from about 1 eV to 150 keV. In particular, we show that the SED
during the main prompt emission phase agrees with synchrotron radiation. We constructed the optical/near-infrared light curve and the
spectral energy distribution based on Swift/UVOT, ROTSE-IIIa (Australia), and GROND (La Silla) data and compared it to the X-ray
light curve retrieved from the Swift/XRT repository. We show that its bumpy shape can be modeled by multiple energy-injections
into the forward shock. Furthermore, we investigate whether the temporal and spectral evolution of the tail emission of the first strong
flare seen in the early X-ray light curve can be explained by large-angle emission (LAE). We find that a nonstandard LAE model is
required to explain the observations. Finally, we report on the results of our search for the GRB host galaxy, for which only a deep
upper limit can be provided.
Key words. gamma-ray burst: individual: GRB 080928

1. Introduction
Currently there is a golden age in gamma-ray burst (GRB) research. The dedicated Swift gamma-ray satellite was successfully launched in November 2004 (Gehrels et al. 2004), and has
been in continuous operation for more than five years now. Its sophisticated Burst Alert Telescope (BAT; Barthelmy et al. 2005),

Appendix A is only available in electronic form at
http://www.aanda.org

Present address: American River College, Physics Department,
4700 College Oak Drive, Sacramento, CA 95841, USA.

covering 15 to 150 keV, detects about 100 GRBs per year with
3 arcmin localization accuracy (see J. Greiner’s Internet page at
http://www.mpe.mpg.de/∼jcg/grbgen.html). In addition,
about once a month the European INTEGRAL gamma-ray satellite (Winkler et al. 2003), usually pointing towards pre-planned
targets for days or weeks, localizes a GRB with similar position
accuracy (see Vianello et al. 2009). Also the Italian AGILE highenergy satellite (Tavani et al. 2009) contributes about a handful of burst detections and localizations per year (e.g., Giuliani
et al. 2008; Rossi et al. 2008b). Thanks to Swift’s rapid and autonomous slewing capabilities, in combination with its highly
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Fig. 1. Left: the light curve of GRB 080928 as seen by Swift/BAT. Swift triggered at the gamma-ray peak at t0 = 0, which was followed by at least
two more peaks with the maximum at t0 + 204 s. There may be a faint precursor of the main burst at t0 − 90 s. Right: Fermi/GBM light curve of
the NaI detectors #0, #3, #4, and #7 combined with 2 s resolution (black line) and 0.256 s resolution (gray line). A zoom into the 64 ms-binned,
background-subtracted light curve around the peak is shown in the inset. Variability on time scales of ∼128 ms is detected at 3σ (solid gray line)
above the background plus shot noise fluctuations. In this figure the time zero-point is the Fermi/GBM trigger time t0,GBM (Eq. (1)).

sensitive X-ray telescope (XRT; Burrows et al. 2005a) as well as
its optical/UV telescope (UVOT; Roming et al. 2005), about 50
to 70 GRB optical afterglows can be localized annually, with 30
to 40 having redshifts determined.
Roughly four years after Swift’s launch the Fermi GammaRay Space Telescope was launched into orbit (June 2008). Its
Gamma-Ray Burst Monitor (GBM; Meegan et al. 2009) and
Large Area Telescope (LAT; Atwood et al. 2009) cover an unprecedentedly wide energy range from 8 keV to 300 GeV. Up to
the end of November 2010, LAT had localized 17 GRBs to positions of less than a degree in error, of these, eight have optical
afterglows and redshifts1 . Furthermore, a larger number of Swift
GRBs have also been detected by Fermi/GBM, allowing a more
thorough investigation of the prompt emission above 150 keV.
Here we report on the analysis of the prompt gamma-ray
emission and the afterglow of GRB 080928, as well as on the
search for its host galaxy. This burst was detected by Swift/BAT
and Fermi/GBM but not seen by Fermi/LAT. Its afterglow was
rapidly found, and Vreeswijk et al. (2008) report a redshift
of z = 1.692. The burst is of particular interest since both
optical and X-ray emission was detected by Swift/UVOT and
Swift/XRT, respectively, when the GRB was still radiating in
the gamma-ray band. This makes it one of a rare number of
cases (e.g., GRBs 041219A, 050820A, 051111, 061121; Shen
& Zhang 2009), where a broad-band spectral energy distribution
(SED) from about 1 eV to 150 keV can be constructed for the
prompt emission phase.
Throughout this paper we adopt a world model with H0 =
71 km s−1 Mpc−1 , ΩM = 0.27, ΩΛ = 0.73 (Spergel et al. 2003).
For the flux density of the afterglow we use the usual convention
Fν (t) ∝ t−α ν−β .

prompt emission detected in the BAT began with a faint precursor at t0 −90 s, then weak emission starting at t0 −20 s and lasting
for 40 s, followed by a second, slightly brighter peak starting at
50 s and ending at 120 s after the trigger (Fig. 1). The main emission of the GRB started at t0 + 170 s, with two peaks at 204 and
215 s2 . Another less significant peak is detected around 310 s
before fading out to at least 400 s when Swift had to stop observing due to its entry into the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA)
and the noise level became too strong for any late emission to
be detected in the BAT (Cummings et al. 2008; Fenimore et al.
2008; Sakamoto et al. 2008).
The main burst emission also triggered the Gamma-Ray
Burst Monitor onboard Fermi (Paciesas et al. 2008), while the
INTEGRAL satellite was passing through the SAA during the
time of GRB 080928 and thus could not observe the burst with
the anti-coincidence shield of the spectrometer SPI (SPI-ACS,
Rau et al. 2005). GBM consists of 12 sodium iodide (NaI) detectors that cover the energy band between 8 keV and 1 MeV and
two bismuth germanate (BGO) scintillators that are sensitive at
energies between 150 keV and 40 MeV. Emission from the burst
was predominately seen in the NaI detectors. The GBM light
curve (Fig. 1) shows a single pulse corresponding to the emission maximum observed by Swift at
t0,GBM = t0 + 204 s.

(1)

The long-burst GRB 080928 triggered the Burst Alert Telescope
of Swift at t0 = 15:01:32.86 UT (Sakamoto et al. 2008) on the 28
of September 2008. This was an image trigger lasting 112 s. The

We analyzed data collected by BAT between t0 − 239 s and
t0 + 494 s in event mode with 100 μs time resolution and about
6 keV energy resolution. The data were processed using standard
BAT analysis tools, and a background-subtracted light curve was
produced using the tool batmaskwtevt with the best source position. For spectral analysis, the data were binned so that the
signal-to-noise ratio was at least 3.0. During the main peak, the
bin edges were chosen to match the Swift/XRT spectral bins.
The spectra were fit using Xspec v12.5.0.
The spectral analysis of the Fermi data was performed with
the software package RMFIT v3.2rc1 using Castor statistics.
Here, we analyzed the GBM spectra of the brightest four NaI detectors (#0, #3, #4 & #7) for two diﬀerent integration windows,
one covering the broad emission maximum from t0,GBM −5.248 s

1
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/observations/types/
grbs/grb_table/

2
If not stated otherwise, for the rest of the paper all times refer to the
zero-point t0 .

2. Data and analysis
2.1. Swift/BAT and Fermi/GBM data
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to t0,GBM + 24.448 s, while the second was constrained to ≈4 s
around the peak (t0,GBM −1.152 s to t0,GBM +2.944 s). The variable
GBM background was subtracted for all detectors individually
by fitting an energy-dependent, third-order polynomial to the
background data. The background interval used for the analysis
was from t0,GBM − 100 s to t0,GBM − 50 s and from t0,GBM + 100 s
to t0,GBM + 350 s. We used the standard 128 energy bins of the
CSPEC data-type, using the channels above 8 keV of the NaIs
and ignoring the so-called overflow channels.
2.2. Swift/XRT data

Swift/XRT started to observe the BAT GRB error circle 170 s after the trigger and found an unknown X-ray source at coordinates
RA (J2000)= 6h 20m 16.s 87, Dec = −55◦ 11 58. 5, with a final uncertainty of 1.4 arcsec (Osborne et al. 2008; Sakamoto et al.
2008). Observations continued until 2.7 days after the GRB,
when the source became too faint to be detected.
We obtained the X-ray data from the Swift data archive and
the light curve from the Swift light curve repository (Evans et al.
2007, 2009). To reduce the data, the software package HeaSoft
6.6.1 was used3 with the calibration file version v0114 . Data
analysis was performed following the procedures described in
Nousek et al. (2006). We found that the X-ray emission was only
bright enough to perform a spectral analysis in the first two observing blocks (000–001). However, the early windowed timing (wt) mode and photon counting (pc) mode data were highly
aﬀected by pile-up. To account for this eﬀect, we applied the
methods presented in Romano et al. (2006) and Vaughan et al.
(2006).
Owing to the brightness of the source in wt mode, a time
filter was defined to have at least 500 counts (backgroundsubtracted) for every spectrum. In pc mode the average number
of counts per spectrum is 300 due to pile-up. On these spectra χ2 statistics were applied. Observing block 001 has only 102 counts
(background-subtracted), so we could only apply Cash statistics
(Cash 1979; Evans et al. 2009). In total, from both observing
blocks we extracted the SED for 27 epochs, covering 1.4 days.
Following Butler & Kocevski (2007), we initially fitted the
pc-mode spectra with an absorbed power-law to obtain NHhost
using Xspec v12.5.0. This model consists of two absorption
components, one in the host frame and another one in the Galaxy.
For both absorbers we used the Tübingen abundance template
by Wilms et al. (2000), with the Galactic absorption fixed to
NHGal = 0.56 × 1021 cm−2 (Kalberla et al. 2005). The spectra were
then fitted in two steps. First, all pc-mode spectra of the XRT
observing block 000 were stacked using the FTOOL mathpha
(Blackburn 1995)5. This spectrum contained about 1000 counts.
The fitted absorbed power law is characterized by a spectral
slope of βX = 1.09+0.07
−0.10 and an eﬀective hydrogen column den21
−2
sity of NHhost = 3.6+1.8
−2.2 ×10 cm . The spectral slope agrees with
the observed mean value of βX ∼ 1 found by, e.g., Racusin et al.
(2009) and Evans et al. (2009). Having derived NHhost in this way,
the early spectra (wt-data) were fitted with an absorbed power
law in which NHhost was fixed to the previously derived value.
2.3. Optical/NIR data

Swift/UVOT started observing about 3 min after the trigger,
still before the onset of the main emission of the GRB, and
3
4
5

http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/software/lheasoft
heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/heasarc/caldb/swift
http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/ftools/

Fig. 2. Finding chart of the afterglow of GRB 080928 (GROND i band,
at 0.603 days after the burst). The afterglow (AG) and the secondary
photometric standards used (Table A.4) are indicated.

immediately found an optical afterglow candidate (Kuin et al.
2008; Sakamoto et al. 2008). The redshift reported by Vreeswijk
et al. (2008) was later refined to z = 1.6919 by Fynbo et al.
(2009)6.
Swift/UVOT data were analyzed using the standard analysis software distributed within FTOOLS, version 6.5.1. For all
the detections, the source count rates were extracted within a
3 aperture. An aperture correction was estimated from selected
nearby point sources in each exposure and applied to obtain the
standard UVOT photometry calibrated for a 5 aperture.
Ground-based follow-up observations were performed by
our group using the ROTSE-IIIa 0.45 m telescope in Australia
(Rykoﬀ et al. 2008) and the MPG/ESO 2.2 m telescope on La
Silla, Chile, equipped with the multichannel imager GROND
(Greiner et al. 2007, 2008). This data set (Tables A.1–A.3;
Fig. A.1) was supplemented by data published from the VLT
(Vreeswijk et al. 2008; Fynbo et al. 2009), and the 16 Watcher
telescope in South Africa (Ferrero et al. 2008).
ROTSE-IIIa data were analyzed with a PSF photometry
package based on DAOPHOT following the procedure described
in Quimby et al. (2006). GROND optical/NIR data were analyzed through standard PSF photometry using DAOPHOT tasks
under IRAF (Tody 1993) similar to the procedure described
in Krühler et al. (2008). Aperture photometry was applied
when analyzing the field galaxies, using the DAOPHOT package (Warmels 1992). Afterglow coordinates were derived from
the GROND 3rd epoch g r i z -band data. The stacked image
has an astrometric precision of about 0.3 arcsec, corresponding
to the rms accuracy of the USNO-B1 catalogue (Monet et al.
2003). The coordinates of the optical afterglow (Fig. 2) are RA
(J2000) = 06h 20m 16.s 83, Dec =−55◦ 11 58. 9 (Galactic coordinates l, b = 263.◦82, −26.◦31). Magnitudes were corrected for
6
For this redshift the distance modulus is m − M = 45.54 mag,
the luminosity distance 3.95 × 1028 cm, the look-back time 9.76 Gyr
(3.91 Gyr after the Big Bang), and 1 arcsec on the sky corresponds to a
projected distance of 8.56 kpc.
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Table 1. Spectral fit results for Swift/BAT and the Fermi/GBM NaI detectors #0,3,4,7.
E2

β˜3

χ2 /d.o.f.

Fph (0.3–1)

Fph (0.3–10)

143+37
−64

–

582/560

–

–

202.848 s < t0 < 206.944 s = –1.152 s < t0,GBM < 2.944 s
–
–
1.75 ± 0.04
–
–
–
1.24 ± 0.16 108 ± 24
+0.10
+0.56
+0.05
3.94−0.62
1.74−0.08
131+6
0.62−0.18
−16

–
3.3 ± 4.6
–

422/438
411/436
639/581

0.131 ± 0.004
0.07 ± 0.02
–

0.21 ± 0.06
0.09 ± 0.02
–

198.752 s < t0 < 228.448 s = –5.248 s < t0,GBM < 24.448 s
s-pl
–
–
1.90 ± 0.04
–
Band
–
–
1.51 ± 0.16
70 ± 17
db-pl
1.14 ± 0.03
–
1.81 ± 0.05
132+49
−16

–
2.5 ± 0.7
–

571/438
564/436
643/674

0.035 ± 0.002
0.023 ± 0.036
–

0.051 ± 0.002
0.032 ± 0.049
–

Instrument

Model

β˜1

BAT-GBM

db-pl

–

GBM
GBM
XRT-BAT-GBM

s-pl
Band
db-pl

GBM
GBM
XRT-BAT-GBM

β˜2
E1
46.5 s < t0 < 121.0 s
+1.52
+0.13
1.92−0.18
12.37−12.37

Notes. Column 2: s-pl stands for single power law SED, db-pl for a double broken power law, and Band for a Band function. Columns 3 to 8:
results of the fit. Columns 9 and 10: the photon flux Fph [ph/cm2 /s] in the high-energy domain from 0.3 to 1 MeV and 0.3 to 10 MeV, respectively,
extrapolated from the GBM data. All other energies are given in units of keV.

Galactic extinction using the interstellar extinction curve derived
by Cardelli et al. (1989) and by assuming E(B − V) = 0.07 mag
(Schlegel et al. 1998) and a ratio of total-to-selective extinction
of RV = 3.1.
During our first two epochs of GROND observations (Rossi
et al. 2008a) the weather conditions were not good, with the seeing always higher than 2.5 arcsec and strong winds (>10 m/s).
Therefore, it was not possible to separate the afterglow from a
nearby galaxy that first became separately visible on the thirdepoch images (seeing 1.5 arcsec; see Sect. 3.4). To correct for the
contribution of this galaxy, we performed image subtraction using the HOTPANTS package7. We applied image subtraction on
the first, second, and third epoch GROND images, using the
fifth GROND epoch images as a template. This gave good results for all bands except g , which is aﬀected by a low-quality
point spread function. Therefore, for this band we performed
a simple subtraction of the flux of the galaxy component, with
the flux derived from the fifth-epoch images. Calibration of the
field in JHKS was performed using 2MASS stars (Table A.4).
The magnitudes of the selected stars were transformed into the
GROND filter system and finally into AB magnitudes using
J(AB) = J(Vega) + 0.91, H(AB) = H(Vega) + 1.38, Ks (AB) =
Ks (Vega) + 1.79 (Greiner et al. 2008).
Watcher data (Ferrero et al. 2008), VLT data (Vreeswijk
et al. 2008; Fynbo et al. 2009), and ROTSE-IIIa data were calibrated using USNO-B1 field stars. In order to take these diﬀerent
calibrations into account, we compared the r -band photometry
of the GROND secondary standard stars with the corresponding
R-band magnitudes from USNO-B1. In doing so, we obtained a
correction of 0.40 ± 0.15 mag for USNO-B1. After shifting these
afterglow data to the GROND r band, we finally subtracted
the GROND fifth-epoch flux of the galaxy closest to the afterglow (see Sect. 3.4) from the Watcher and VLT observed magnitudes, which shifted the afterglow magnitude by +0.05 mag and
+0.11 mag, respectively. The correction for the ROTSE-IIIa data
was even smaller and, therefore, set to zero. The complete data
set is shown in Fig. A.1.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. The prompt emission phase

The prompt gamma-ray emission is dominated by a strong peak
starting at 170 s, which reached its maximum at 204 s and was
7
http://www.astro.washington.edu/users/becker/
hotpants.html
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detected by GBM, BAT, and XRT. In addition, XRT also detected a second weaker peak at 357 s. The first peak and the main
peak were also detected by UVOT in the white and v bands.
3.1.1. From gamma-rays to X-rays

During the first peak of the prompt emission (in the interval t0 −
23.5 s < t < t0 + 16.5 s) we could fit only a simple power law
to the BAT data with a photon index 1.67 ± 0.34. We also fitted
the BAT-GBM data during the second peak (t0 + 46.5 s < t <
t0 + 121 s) and the XRT-BAT-GBM data during the main peak
(t0 + 198.75 s < t < t0 + 228.4 s). For both peaks we found a peak
energy of ≈130 keV, though we could not constrain the index
above the peak (Table 1). No spectral analysis was possible for
the precursor.
For the GBM-only data, two diﬀerent empirical models were
applied to fit the spectra: a simple power law and a Band function (Band et al. 1993), which smoothly connects two power
laws. The burst was faint for the GBM, especially at energies
above 150 keV. Thus, the more complex model of a Band function could not be constrained suﬃciently and the simple power
law is preferred for both time intervals.
Table 1 summarizes the fits of the SED for the XRT-BATGBM data for two time intervals around the main peak in the
gamma-ray light curve. In particular, we performed a spectral fit
for the peak centered around 204 s. For joint fits with BAT and
XRT, we used an absorbed power law with the Galactic and the
GRB host column densities fixed to the values found in Sect. 2.2.
Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the SED in the BAT
band and the joint BAT-XRT band during the first 400 s after
the BAT trigger. For the three early peaks in the BAT light curve
(Fig. 1) the error bars are too large to indicate any spectral evolution. During the main gamma-ray peak at 204 s, however, there is
evidence of a spectral softening when the peak is developing and
a spectral hardening after the peak. After the light curve peak, the
situation is reversed. This behavior is similar to what has been
found for GRB 060714 (Krimm et al. 2007). Also, the power
law indices, as well as the break energy, are consistent with the
corresponding values found in gamma-ray flares (Krimm et al.
2007).
In the cases where a broken power law model is the best
fit (Δχ2 > 4), the break energy, as well as the high-energy index and the low-energy index, is well constrained, so essentially
BAT is fitting the high-energy index, XRT is fitting the lowenergy index, and the joint fit fits an average index, becoming

A. Rossi et al.: GRB 080928

Fig. 3. Spectral parameters of the prompt emission using the timeresolved XRT-BAT-GBM data. a) The evolution of the photon index
from fits to BAT-GBM and XRT data. Open circles show the low-energy
index β˜1 below the break energy E1 of a single broken power law and
the filled circles represent the high-energy index β˜2 above E1 . Points
with no plot symbols (error bars only) are the best-fit results using only
a simple power law. b) The low-energy break energy, E1 , from fits to the
BAT and XRT data. During the flare at 208 s spectral evolution is seen,
similar to what was also detected in other afterglows (e.g., Falcone et al.
2007).

dominated by the low-energy emission where the BAT statistics
are poor. Remarkably, even though the break energy is always
between 1 and 5 keV, i.e. well below the BAT and GBM window, the prompt emission flare is still very bright in BAT and
GBM. Moreover, it is ten times brighter than the peak on which
BAT triggered.
3.1.2. From gamma-rays to the optical

GRB 080928 is one of those exceptional cases where optical and
X-ray data could be obtained while the source was still being detected in the gamma-ray band (Fig. 4). The analysis of the joint
UVOT-XRT-BAT-GBM SED allows us to follow the evolution of
the prompt emission during all the main flaring activity observed
between 199 and 557 s after the trigger from 1 eV to 150 keV.
The prompt gamma-ray emission detected by BAT and GBM
is dominated by the strong peak at 204 s. Possibly physically
related to that is a strong peak in the X-ray emission seen by XRT
about four s later at 208 s, which was followed by a less intense
X-ray peak at 357 s. The latter has no obvious counterpart in
the gamma-ray emission. The optical light curve monitored by
UVOT shows a first peak at 249 ± 10 s, i.e. 45 s after the main
peak of the prompt emission and 41 s after the main peak in the
X-ray flux.
To gain deeper insight into the early emission properties and
on their time evolution, we then included the optical data and
constructed the SED from the optical to the gamma-ray band
for six time intervals defined by the first six optical detections
by UVOT, starting at 199 s and finishing 479 s after the trigger (Table 2, Fig. 4). In doing so, we exclude the sixth optical
measurement (ROTSE-IIIa) because it covers a rather big time
interval.

During the first five time intervals, BAT and GBM were still
detecting gamma-ray emission (the main gamma-ray peak occurred when UVOT was already observing), while during the
last two time intervals the fluence in the gamma-ray band was
too low to constrain the spectral properties. Figure 5 shows the
fit to the data from about 1 eV to up to 150 keV. In the following, we first focus on SED #1. Here, we fit the data with a broken
power law with the X-ray data corrected for Galactic and GRB
host absorption (see Sect. 3.2.1) and the optical data corrected
for the Galactic and GRB host extinction.
For the time interval #1 (Table 2), we combined the first optical UVOT detection (Table A.2) with the XRT and the BATGBM detection from 202.8 s to 206.9 s. A sharp break is clearly
visible at an energy around 5 keV. For SED #1 the soft X-ray
data, E < 1 keV, shows too much scatter and therefore could
not be used for the analysis. Assuming that SED #1 represents
the spectral energy distribution of the synchrotron light of a single radiating component from about 1 eV to 150 keV (see also
Shen & Zhang 2009), we fitted the data with a broken power law
while fixing the low-energy index to its theoretically expected
value β = −1/3 (i.e., rising with energy). The slope of the highenergy index is then found to be β = 0.72 ± 0.06 (χ2 /d.o.f. =
66.8/75) with a spectral break at an energy of 4.30 ± 0.45 keV.
The corresponding UVOT data point lies 1σ below the best fit
(Fig. 5).
If we identify the break in the SED as the position of the
minimum injection frequency νm of an ensemble of relativistic
electrons in the slow cooling regime (νm < νc , with νc being
the cooling frequency), then we expect a low-energy spectral
index of −1/3 and a high-energy spectral index of (p − 1)/2,
where p is the power law index of the electron distribution function (N(γ)dγ ∝ γ−p dγ). The measured low-energy spectral index
(−0.39 ± 0.06) basically agrees with the theoretically expected
value. The measured high-energy spectral index is 0.72 ± 0.06,
leading to p = 2.44 ± 0.12, which is a reasonable value for relativistic shocks, both theoretically (Achterberg et al. 2001; Kirk
et al. 2000) and observationally (e.g., Kann et al. 2006; Starling
et al. 2008; Curran et al. 2010).
On the other hand, if the break is the cooling frequency in the
fast-cooling regime, then we expect a low-energy spectral index
of −1/3 and a high-energy spectral index of 0.5. Within errors,
the latter disagrees with the observations, the spectral slope is
0.72 ± 0.06, and the discrepancy is 3.7σ. However, it is quite
possible that the snapshot of the high-energy part of the SED we
observe in our time window is the average of a rapidly evolving
SED that accompanied the rapidly evolving light curve.
Making the step to the SEDs #2 to #4, we are faced with the
problem that the break seen in SED #1 is not detectable anymore,
most likely because the peak energy E p has moved to lower energies. However, given that we see a large flare in the X-ray light
curve, part of the data allow us to investigate if the evolution of
the SED is compatible with large-angle emission.
3.1.3. Large-angle emission

X-ray flares are commonly observed in GRB afterglows, with the
most prominent example beeing GRB 050502B (e.g., Chincarini
et al. 2007, 2010; Burrows et al. 2005b). The early flares of GRB
080928 are among the strongest flares seen so far. While much
stronger flares have been observed (GRBs 060124, Romano
et al. 2006; 061121, Page et al. 2007), the first flare seen in
the afterglow of GRB 080928 is even stronger in terms of peak
count rate than the flare of GRB 050502B. In particular, it has
good enough data to investigate whether its radiation tail can be
A142, page 5 of 17
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Fig. 4. Temporal evolution of the optical (composite light curve with all data shifted to the Rc band) and X-ray afterglow (0.3 to 10 keV) of GRB
080928 (optical: red circles, X-ray: blue error bars). The upper limits are not shown here to avoid confusion. The zoom-in shows the early phase
(also highlighted in gray in the big figure) where it is compared with the BAT-GBM prompt emission. The dashed vertical lines indicate the peak
times of the two X-ray flares. The curve represents the best fit of the late-time data.

interpreted as large-angle emission (LAE; Fenimore & Sumner
1997; Kumar & Panaitescu 2000).
Figure 4 shows that between epochs #3 and #4 the optical
light curve is falling, while thereafter it remains constant within
the errors. The figure also shows that after the fifth optical epoch
the X-ray light curve has a second flare. We wish to study only
the interval when the light curve has a constant power law index, and therefore we only include the first three data points
in Table 2 in our analysis. In doing so, we fixed the value for
the spectral slopes to the one for SED #1 (β = −1/3 for the
low-energy part as given by synchrotron theory and 0.72 for the
high-energy part as it follows from the fit).
A142, page 6 of 17

Within the standard LAE model, there is a one-to-one correspondence between photon arrival time t and location of emitting
fluid: t = (1 + z) rθ2 /c, where r is the source radius and θ the direction of fluid motion relative to the line that connects the center of the explosion and the observer. So, the observer receives
emission from fluid regions moving at progressively larger angles θ. Thus, at diﬀerent times, the observer receives emission
from diﬀerent regions and from diﬀerent electrons. Thereby, the
following assumptions are made: (1) the electron population is
the same at all angles θ and (2) the surface brightness of the emitting shell is uniform in angle. From these assumptions, it follows
that the flux decreases as t−(2+β) . From the first assumption, it
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assumption (1) of the LAE model is incorrect. In particular, it
implies that E p for the electrons at larger angles (corresponding to epoch 3) is lower than at smaller angles (corresponding to
epoch 1), at the same lab-frame time. In other words, the rising
optical flux is compatible with the LAE interpretation only if E p
decreases with observer time faster than t−1 .
Therefore, we applied a non standard LAE model. We assumed that the local synchrotron peak flux F p and the peak
energy E p depend on the viewing angle θ. In doing so, we
make the ansatz that an observer located at an angle θ relative
to us would observe a peak flux and peak energy evolving as
F p (θ) ∝ θ−2a and E p ∝ θ−2b , respectively. The evolution of the
measured peak flux and peak energy after relativistic boosting is
then F p ∝ (t−t p )−2−a and E p ∝ (t−t p )−1−b , respectively, where t p
is the unknown zero point. The resulting LAE X-ray light curve
above the peak energy E p in the ν−β part of the SED is then
F x ∝ (t − t p )−2−β−a−bβ ,

(2)

while the LAE optical light curve (below the peak energy, in the
ν1/3 part of the SED) is described by
Fopt ∝ (t − t p )−5/3−a+b/3 .

Fig. 5. The spectral energy distribution of the combined early emission
during the time when the first six optical data points were obtained by
Swift/UVOT white and v filters. The corresponding time intervals are
listed in Table 2. The fluxes of the curves #2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 have been
multiplied for clarity by 10−1 , 10−2 , 10−3 , 10−4 , and 10−5 , respectively.
The fits for #2, 3 were obtained by fixing the high-energy slope to the
corresponding slope obtained for SED #1, the low-energy slope to 1/3,
and by matching the expected break energy following the nonstandard
LAE model (Sect. 3.1.3).
Table 2. Results of the joint optical to gamma-ray spectral fit (∼1 eV to
∼150 keV).
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Optical
interval
199.0–219.0
219.0–238.0
239.0–258.0
259.0–278.7
285.0–385.0
272.7–556.7
385.0–478.7

time
208.7
228.7
248.7
268.7
331.3
389.6
429.3

XRT-BAT-GBM
interval
time
202.8–206.9 204.8
227.5–234.5 231.0
241.5–249.5 245.5
259.0–278.7 268.7
318.5–372.5 344.4
272.7–477.9 361.0
385.0–477.9 428.9

Ebreak
(keV)
4.30(45)
0.78(39)
0.28(18)
–
–
–
–

Notes. Columns 2 and 3: seven time intervals (in units of seconds)
defined by the first seven optical data points (“epochs”; Fig. 4) and
their logarithmic mean. Columns 4 and 5: the corresponding time spans
when high-energy photons were collected and their logarithmic mean.
Column 6: the break energy, including its 1σ error. For further details
see Sect. 3.1.2.

follows that the peak energy should decrease as t−1 . In the ν1/3
part of the spectrum, the optical LAE should then decay as t−5/3 ,
however, our data show that the optical flux is rising between
epochs 1 and 3 (Fig. 4).
If the entire emission between the first and the second Xray flares is of LAE origin, then the fact that the optical flux
increases at epochs 2 and 3 (instead of decreasing as t−5/3 ),
while the X-ray flux decreases, implies that the aforementioned

(3)

To check this model, we fixed the peak energy to E p = 4.3 keV
at epoch 1 and the spectral slope to β = 0.72 (Table 2). We
fitted the X-ray and optical data between 205 and 250 s after
the trigger, i.e., between epochs 1 and 3, when the optical light
curve was rising. This gives t p = 185.9 ± 7.5 s, a = −1.7 ± 0.2,
and b = 1.7 ± 0.5, where a and b follow from the derived decay
slopes via Eq. (3). Figure 5 shows how the fit is able to follow
the SED during epochs 2 and 3. The fit puts the time zero-point
at the beginning of the main emission of the proper GRB. This
finding is qualitatively in line with other studies of other X-ray
afterglows (e.g. Liang et al. 2006).
While the fit is satisfactory, one might wonder why at
epoch 1 the low-energy part of the SED touches the optical
data point only within 1σ. However, there is actually much
more uncertainty in the extinction-corrected UVOT flux than
is given simply by the measurement error of 0.25 mag (white
filter, Roming et al. 2009; see Table A.2). The biggest uncertainty8 comes from the correction for extinction in the GRB host
galaxy. Assuming a Milky Way extinction law, a ratio of total-toselective extinction of RV = 3.08 (i.e., the standard value), and
= 0.12 mag (Table 4) gives a correction for host extinction
Ahost
V
for the UVOT white filter of 0.52 mag (including the cosmological k-correction and the correct CCD sensitivity characteristics
for UVOT/white filter observations9). However, RV in the starforming region where the GRB went oﬀ is not known exactly.
Its 1σ error might well be on the order of 50%. Finally, the host
extinction we have derived here (Table 4) is based on data taken
20 ks after the burst. It is an open question whether the host extinction was already the same amount 200 s after the onset of the
burst. In other words, that the UVOT white filter measurement
does not exactly correspond to the low-energy SED extrapolated
from the X-ray data should not be overinterpreted. However, it
naturally aﬀects our test of the LAE model since it introduces
additional uncertainties.
8
A smaller uncertainty comes from the Galactic reddening derived
from Schlegel et al. (1998), which percentage error can be large for low
reddening values.
9
http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/heasarc/caldb/
data/swift/uvota/
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Fig. 6. The X-ray luminosity of 190 Swift GRBs and their afterglows in
the range of 0.3 to 10 keV between Jan. 26, 2005, and Apr. 25, 2010.
GRB 080928 is shown in black. For comparison all six GRBs within
a redshift interval of 0.1 around the redshift of GRB 080928 are highlighted in dark gray. The luminosity of the afterglow of GRB 080928
was basically in the mean of the X-ray luminosities that have so far been
observed.

3.2. The afterglow phase
3.2.1. The light curve

At early times, up to 470 s after the trigger, the X-ray light curve
is dominated by two strong peaks (Fig. 4). The first peak is 4 s
after the peak seen by BAT and GBM. The optical light curve is
similarily complex, showing bumps up to about 10 ks after the
trigger. Unfortunately, the gap in the X-ray data does not allow
a comparison between the two bands during this timespan.
Despite the rich variability in the early afterglow, the latetime evolution is consistent with a power law decay. After 4.2 ks,
the X-ray light curve can be described by a broken power law
X
(Beuermann et al. 1999) with αX
1 = 0.72 ± 0.35, α2 = 1.87 ±
0.07, tb = (8100 ± 1600) s (observer frame) and a fixed smoothness parameter n = 5 (χ2 /d.o.f. = 55.4/33 = 1.68; Fig. 4).
The optical data do not allow for a fit with a broken power
law. For tobs > 10 ks the fit with a single power law gives
αopt = 2.17 ± 0.02 (χ2 /d.o.f. = 56.8/34 = 1.67). The optical/NIR and X-ray data suggest similar small variability after
20 ks, which however we cannot study further for lack of good
data. The break in the X-ray light curve could be a jet break, but
as we argue later, our detailed modeling of the afterglow does
not support this conclusion (Sect. 3.2.3).
In Fig. 6 we compare the X-ray afterglow of GRB 080928
with all X-ray afterglows found up to April 2010 in a redshift interval of Δz = 0.1 around the redshift of GRB 080928 (1.6919),
namely GRB 050802 (z = 1.7102; Fynbo et al. 2009), 071003
(z = 1.60435; Perley et al. 2008b), 080603A (z = 1.6880; Perley
et al. 2008a), 080605 (z = 1.6403; Fynbo et al. 2009), 090418
(z = 1.608; Chornock et al. 2009), 091020 (z = 1.71; Xu et al.
2009), and 100425A (z = 1.755; Goldoni et al. 2010). In comparison to these, the early X-ray emission of GRB 080928 is
about 1.6 dex more luminous, probably thanks to its physical
A142, page 8 of 17

Fig. 7. The optical afterglow of GRB 080928 (thick line) compared with
the sample of extinction-corrected afterglows shifted to z = 1 from
Kann et al. (2010). For comparison, the GRBs within a redshift interval
of 0.1 around the redshift of GRB 080928 for which we have optical
data are highlighted and labeled. All magnitudes are Vega magnitudes.

connection to the prompt emission. Even compared to the entire
ensemble of 190 X-ray light curves, it is more luminous than
the average. However, after the light curve break at 8.1 ks (observer frame; 3 ks host frame), the afterglow rapidly becomes
subluminous with respect to the ensemble. Interestingly, except
for GRB 080603A and 100425A, the other afterglows have a
similar break time and post-break decay slope.
In the optical bands the afterglow tends to vary between two
extremes. We correct the afterglow for the extinction derived below (Sect. 3.2.2) and shift it to z = 1 following Kann et al.
(2006). Compared to the ensemble of optical afterglows with
reasonable data (Kann et al. 2010), at early times it is comparatively faint, nearly eight magnitudes fainter than the brightest
events (Fig. 7). Its multiple rebrightenings, which are a notable
signature of this afterglow, then bring the late-time light curve
close to the mean magnitude of the distribution at one day after
the GRB (at z = 1). In between, at about 0.1 days (at z = 1), they
make the afterglow about 2 mags brighter than the average, shifting it into the group of the ten top brightest optical afterglows at
that time.
3.2.2. The broad-band SED

To fit the unabsorbed SED from the optical to the X-ray bands,
we selected the X-ray data from 12.4 ks to 25 ks (mean photon arrival time 20 ks). Since no evidence of any color variations was found in the optical data, we then shifted the optical
light curve to this time (Table 3; corrected for a Galactic extinction of E(B − V) = 0.07 mag). In addition to the GROND and
UVOT data we used the VLT detection corrected to the RC band
(Sect. 2.3). In doing the fit, we fixed the redshift to 1.69, the host
galaxy hydrogen column density to NH = 3.5 × 1021 cm−2 and
the Galactic hydrogen column density to NH = 0.56 × 1021 cm−2
(Sect. 2.2). The resulting SED is shown in Fig. 8 (left) and
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Fig. 8. The observed SED of the X-ray/optical/NIR afterglow of GRB 080928 at t = 20 ks after correction for Galactic extinction by dust (Table 3)
and Galactic absorption by gas. Left: the joint X-ray/optical SED is almost a pure power law (dashed line) aﬀected by only a small amount of
host extinction by dust (Table 4) and 3.5 × 1021 cm−2 of host absorption by the gas. The UV bands are aﬀected by Lyman drop-out. The dotted
line represents the SED that follows from the numerical energy injection model for this particular time, which slightly overpredicts the flux in the
X-ray band (see Sect. 3.2.3). Residuals refer to the the plot with βOX = 1.02 (broken line). Right: zoom-in to the optical/NIR SED, and the diﬀerent
dust models used to fit the data, where it is possible to discern the dip resulting from the 2175 Å feature.
Table 3. The values plotted in Fig. 8, corrected for Galactic extinction
and given in Vega magnitudes, obtained at t = 20 ks.
Filter
KS
H
J
z
i
R∗C
r
v
g
b
u
uvw1
uvm2
uvw2

λ
(nm)
2151.2
1646.7
1256.1
893.0
762.6
658.8
627.0
550.5
455.2
444.8
365.2
263.4
223.1
203.0

ν(1 + z)
(1014 Hz)
3.75
4.90
6.42
9.04
10.58
12.25
12.87
14.66
17.73
18.14
22.10
30.64
36.17
39.76

mag
15.07 ± 0.13
15.86 ± 0.12
16.66 ± 0.09
17.56 ± 0.06
17.84 ± 0.05
18.36 ± 0.15
18.47 ± 0.05
18.71 ± 0.10
18.91 ± 0.10
18.90 ± 0.08
18.48 ± 0.04
18.92 ± 0.11
20.53 ± 0.30
>19.81

Fν
(μJy)
653.8 ± 102.4
460.7 ± 52.7
340.0 ± 26.6
213.4 ± 11.4
186.2 ± 9.29
140.0 ± 19.4
129.6 ± 6.05
119.4 ± 11.0
97.8 ± 9.07
111.7 ± 8.64
73.7 ± 2.81
23.8 ± 2.38
5.40 ± 1.51
<11.4

Notes. The RC -band value is based on Vreeswijk et al. (2008); the other
data refer to the GROND and the UVOT bands.
Table 4. Results of the joint optical to X-ray spectral fit.
Dust model
MW
LMC
SMC

Ahost
V
0.12 ± 0.03
0.07 ± 0.02
0.04 ± 0.01

βOX
1.03 ± 0.01
1.02 ± 0.01
1.01 ± 0.01

χ2 /d.o.f
20.2/18
24.5/18
26.6/18

Notes. Columns 2 and 3: Ahost
V is the deduced host extinction and βOX is
the optical to X-rays spectral slope.

Table 4. There is no spectral break between the X-ray band and
the optical. Between 4 ks until the end of the X-ray observations
at around 120 ks (1.4 days) no evidence of spectral evolution
was found.

We find that SMC and LMC dust provided an acceptable
fit, although Milky Way (MW) dust improved the fit (Table 4).
The 2175 Å feature is weaker than in the case of GRB 070802
(Krühler et al. 2008; Elíasdóttir et al. 2009), however. The derived host extinction is clearly unremarkable within the sample
of Kann et al. (2010).
For a MW interstellar medium the deduced high NH would
imply a host extinction of Ahost
= 2+1.0
V
−1.2 mag, in contrast to the
low value found here. However, several GRB afterglows studies
have found that, despite a very large scatter in the NH /AV ratio,
the NH is always significantly greater than observed in the local
Universe (e.g., Galama & Wijers 2001; Stratta et al. 2004; Kann
et al. 2006; Starling et al. 2007; Schady et al. 2007, 2010), a phenomenon that could potentially be explained by dust destruction
by the intense fireball light (Fruchter et al. 2001; Watson et al.
2007).
3.2.3. Theoretical modeling of the light curve

Using the forward shock afterglow model (e.g., Panaitescu &
Kumar 2000; Zhang & Mészáros 2004; Piran 2005), it is diﬃcult to explain the diﬀerent slopes of the optical and X-ray light
curves given that they are on the same power law segment of
the spectrum. Assuming the cooling frequency, νc , is above the
X-ray band, the spectral slope gives an electron energy index of
p = 2β + 1 ≈ 3. The light curve slope of α ≈ 2 then indicates
we have a pre-break evolution in a stellar wind. This would be
problematic for the early-time evolution, as it is diﬃcult to get
a rising afterglow with a stellar-wind external medium. The second possibility is that νc is below the optical bands, resulting
in p = 2β ≈ 2. The light curve slope then indicates we are
in a post-break evolution. If the external medium is constant,
then this does not contradict the early-time observations, given a
small enough initial Lorentz factor. Having νc below the optical
bands is, however, diﬃcult to achieve as we show below.
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The early optical light curve is rich in variability.
Unfortunately, there are no XRT measurements during the optical fluctuations to verify the correlation between X-ray and optical light curves, but there are a couple of other cases where highenergy flares are seen in the optical, too, e.g., GRB 041219A
(Vestrand et al. 2005; Blake et al. 2005), GRB 050820A
(Vestrand et al. 2006), GRB 060526 (Thöne et al. 2010), GRB
061121 (Page et al. 2007), and XRF 071031 (Krühler et al.
2009). In particular, the general behavior of the afterglow recalls
the cases of GRB 060904B (Klotz et al. 2008; Kann et al. 2010)
and GRB 060906 (Cenko et al. 2009). The optical fluctuations
have a long timescale that is more consistent with energy injection into the forward shock than with central engine activity.
To fit the afterglow data we used the numerical model of
Jóhannesson et al. (2006) and Jóhannesson (2006), with modifications as described in Pérez-Ramírez et al. (2010). We excluded data taken in the first 500 s after the trigger, as they are
most likely explained by internal shocks. The data are still kept
in the fit as upper limits: not considered if the model is below
them, but added to the χ2 value like normal points if the model
is above them. We explored two diﬀerent times as the initial time
for the calculation: the trigger time t0 and the start of the main
prompt emission at t0 + 170 s. Since a wind-like medium will
overpredict the early data, we limited our study to a constantdensity medium. Our assumptions were that the first peak in the
optical light curve at ∼1000 s is the onset of the afterglow and
that the following two bumps at ∼2 ks and ∼10 ks are caused
by energy-injections. Host extinction was assumed to be due to
Milky Way dust (Table 4), but we allowed Ahost
to be free durV
ing the fit. We accounted for Ly α extinction with the method of
Madau (1995).
In the forward shock model it is generally assumed that the
shock front expands sideways at the speed of sound. Using numerical calculations, Kumar & Granot (2003) find that the expansion speed of the jet is significantly lower than this simple
estimate. One of the eﬀects of a slower sideways expansion is
that the jet break is reached later in the evolution. This poses
some problems when fitting the sharp overturn after the last optical bump, because the energy-injections eﬀectively move the
evolution of the forward shock back in time. We have found that
reducing the expansion speed to ∼20% of the speed of sound
mitigates this problem, in agreement with the values found by
Kumar & Granot (2003). We note that this is an upper limit on
the expansion speed, since lower values can be used to explain
the data.
Table 5 gives the parameters of the best-fit model shown in
Fig. 9. The numerical model prefers the start time of t0 + 170 s
where most of the constraints come from the optical data contemporaneous with the high-energy prompt emission. The model
overpredicts the data in this epoch when the start time is t0 . The
best fit results in χ2 /d.o.f. = 307/187 = 1.64, which is comparable to the power law fits shown earlier despite fitting more
data. We note that the fit does not do a good job with the X-ray
light curve, slightly underpredicting it before the second injection and then overpredicting it afterwards. This seems to indicate that there is some other mechanism at work than energyinjections, but the lack of simultaneous X-ray observations during the optical rise makes it diﬃcult to say what is going on.
Unfortunately, we are unable to find a suitable set of initial
parameters such that we have νc below the optical frequency and
do not overpredict the flux. This is caused by the fact that in
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Fig. 9. The best-fit light curves of the afterglow of GRB 080928. The
agreement between the model and the observational data is best if the
reference time is shifted by 170 s. The parameters of the model are given
in Table 5. Filters called “GR” stand for the GROND filter set. Light
curves in diﬀerent bands are arbitrarily shifted for clarity by powers of
1.2.
Table 5. Parameters deduced for the energy-injection model.
Parameters of the energy-injection model
Etotal
E0
E1
t1
E2
t2
Γ0
n0
Θ0
p
i

B
Ahost
V

50
1.4+45
−0.7 × 10 erg
+28
1.5−1.0 × 1049 erg
+2.3
2.0−0.9
× E0
22+2
min
−3
+4.4
5.7−1.8
× E0
95+3
−4 min
77+120
−28
−3
29+500
−28 cm
+0.65
0.50−0.22 deg
+0.06
2.29−0.11
+0.060
0.037−0.035
−4
2.5+16
−2.4 × 10
+0.07
0.37−0.09

total released energy
initially released energy
energy of the first injection
time of the first injection
energy of the second injection
time of the second injection
initial outflow Lorentz factor
circumburst medium density
initial half-opening angle
electron index
fraction of energy in the
lowest-energy electrons
magnetic energy fraction
host (MW) extinction

Notes. All times given are in the observer frame relative to the start time
of t0 + 170 s. See Sect. 3.2.3.

post-break evolution we have (Rhoads 1999)
νc ∝
Fmax ∝

−3/2 −5/6 −2/3
n0 E 0 ,
B
1/2 1/6 4/3
B n0 E 0 ,

(4)
(5)

where Fmax is the afterglow flux at the peak frequency, B the
fraction of energy contained in the magnetic field, n0 the density
of the external medium, and E0 the initial energy release. As we
see from these equations, it is very diﬃcult to lower the value
of νc without increasing the flux of the afterglow. This can be
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overcome by placing the break frequency close to the optical
waveband and increasing the absorption. The spectrum from the
numerical fit is shown in Fig. 8, and it explains the data equally
well as a single power law. One must also note that the cooling
break is not sharp, because we are integrating over the equal
arrival time surface with diﬀerent intrinsic values for the cooling
break.
The error estimates given in Table 5 are found from a χ2 profile method, and we consider these errors to be reliable. Due to
lack of radio and mm data, our limit on n0 is mostly from the
requirement for an early jet-break, although the low value of νc
also plays a role. The limit on the initial Lorentz factor, Γ0 , is
found from the requirement that the first optical bump coincides
with the onset of the afterglow. The low value of Γ0 ∼ 100 favors a high-energy spectral slope of 2.5 as indicated by the Band
function fit in Table 1.
The initial half opening angle of the jet, Θ0 , has an unusually
low value, required by the assumed small jet break time of 10 ks.
This low value is also needed to model the rapid change in the
light curve slope during the energy injection episodes. The shape
of the light curve after energy-injections is determined by the relativistic aberration of the forward shock light and therefore Θ0 .
We note that this low value depends on the assumed geometry
of the forward shock, here assumed to be isotropic and spherical
within the narrow confinement region.
The large energy-injections are actually a feature of the
energy-injection model, and these values are compatible with
other studies using this model (Thöne et al. 2010; de Ugarte
Postigo et al. 2005). For the energy injected to have a visible
eﬀect on the light curve, the energy has to be compatible with
the energy in the shock front, leading to an ever increasing energy of the injections. We also note that the total energy budget
of the afterglow is highly uncertain, mostly caused by the large
uncertainties in the values of B and i that require broader energy coverage in the data to be properly constrained. Limits on
other parameters are found from the general spectral and lightcurve evolution of the afterglow and are more robust against the
assumed start time.
Do the parameters obtained from the modeling of the afterglow light curve agree with the LAE model (Sect. 3.1.3)? If the
the X-ray tail is LAE, then the observer time is the photon arrival
time from a region moving at an angle Θ, so that
t − tp = (1 + z) (R/c) [1/(2Γ2 ) + Θ2 /2],

(6)

where Γ is the Lorentz factor of the outflow and tp is the zeropoint of the beginning of the main emission of the proper GRB.
The peak time of the GRB, te , corresponds to the arrival-time
of photons emitted from an angle Θ = 1/Γ, which implies that
te − tp = (1 + z) (R/c)/Γ2, and hence
(t − tp )/(te − tp ) = [1 + (Γ Θ)2 ]/2.

3.3. The isotropic equivalent energy and gamma-ray peak
luminosity

Given the results of the spectral fit in the high-energy domain, we
can estimate the isotropic-equivalent energy released during the
prompt emission phase. Fitting the BAT and GBM data for the
time of the gamma-ray precursor between 46.5 s and 121 s gives
an isotropic equivalent energy of Eiso (1–10 000 keV) = (0.40 ±
0.03) × 1052 erg, while a fit of the combined XRT-BAT-GBM
data during the main peak emission between t0 +198.75 s and t0 +
228.4 s leads to Eiso = (0.88 ±0.025) × 1052 erg. Fixing the peak
energy for the value found in the second interval (132+49
−16 keV;
Table 1), we find for the whole burst from t0 − 23.5 s to t0 +
372.5 s an isotropic energy of Eiso = (1.44 ± 0.92) × 1052 erg,
in agreement with the Amati relation (Amati 2006).
From the light-curve modeling in Sect. 3.2.3 we obtained Θ0
and E0 (the energy in the collimated ejecta; Table 5), so that
the isotropic equivalent kinetic energy Ekin,iso can be calculated.
This energy, when compared to Eiso , gives the radiative eﬃciency η in the prompt emission phase, η = Eiso /(Ekin,iso + Eiso ).
Unfortunately, within the 1 σ error bars of the model fit the result
is not constraining.
The Fermi/GBM data allows an estimate of the variability
of the light curve, a quantity that has been shown to correlate
with the isotropic equivalent peak luminosity, Liso,peak . Following
the method described in Li & Paczyński (2006; see also Rizzuto
et al. 2007) and using a smoothing time scale of t50 = 3.3 s, we
derived a variability index of V = −2.67, which is the normalized squared deviation of the observer-frame light curve from a
Savitzky-Golay filtered reference light curve. This results in log
Liso,peak [erg s−1 ] = 50.75+0.49
−0.59 (100 keV to 1 MeV, rest frame),
about three orders of magnitude less than in the case of the very
energetic burst GRB 080916C (Greiner et al. 2009).
3.4. The GRB host galaxy

(7)

Since the outflow has a finite half-opening angle, Θ0 , the LAE
can be seen only up to a time tmax given by
tmax − tp = (te − tp ) [1 + (Γ Θ0 )2 ]/2.

optical flux) among many parameters that determine the reverse
shock emission. Given that our model requires a substantial energy injection in the forward shock, there could be a substantial
optical emission from a long-lived reverse shock, so there could
be a significant contribution to the optical bumps from the reverse shock. In the numerical model we have only considered
the forward shock because that shock is more likely to be the
source of the X-ray emission after 10 ks, i.e., when energy injection ceases and the ejecta electrons cool fast enough to yield little
X-ray emission. Adding the contribution of the reverse shock(s)
to the model might not aﬀect the value we obtained for the jet
opening angle.

(8)

In Sect. 3.1.3 we found tp = 185.9 ± 7.5 s, and we argued that
the LAE emission should have been active at least until the third
optical observing epoch, which sets tmax > 250 s. In addition we
found that the proper burst has its main peak at te = 204 s. For
these numbers Eq. (8) gives Γ Θ0 >
∼ 2.4, a relation that is fulfilled
by the model within the errors (Table 5).
Finally, could there be a possible contribution from a reverse
shock? Basically, there is only one observational constraint (the

The deep fifth-epoch GROND images taken 6.5 months after the
burst at a seeing of ∼1 do not show any galaxy underlying the
position of the optical transient down to the following 3σ upper
limits (AB magnitudes): g = 25.4, r = 25.6, i = 24.6, z =
24.3, J = 22.0, H = 21.6, KS = 20.9. Assuming for simplicity a
power law spectrum for this galaxy of the form Fν ∝ ν−βgal , for
the r band this translates into an absolute magnitude of Mr =
mr  − μ − k, where μ = 45.54 mag is the distance modulus and
k the cosmological k-correction, k = −2.5(1 − βgal ) log(1 + z).
For a representative value of βgal = 1, this gives a lower limit of
Mr > −19.94, which agrees with the luminosities found so far
for the GRB host galaxy population. In fact, much less luminous
GRB hosts are known (see Savaglio et al. 2009). However, could
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Fig. 10. Left: zoom-in of the GROND combined g r i z -band image obtained 1.74 days after the burst at a seeing of 1. 5. It shows the afterglow
(AG) and the brightest galaxies close to it. Right: zoom-in of the stacked GROND optical g r i z -band images obtained on May 15, 2009,
6.5 months after the burst (5th epoch) when the afterglow had faded away. It also shows the galaxy (G3) that was coincidentally covered by the
slit of the spectrograph when the redshift of the afterglow was measured with the ESO/VLT (Vreeswijk et al. 2008; Fynbo et al. 2009). Data for
G1 to G3 are summarized in Table 6.
Table 6. Coordinates and AB magnitudes of objects G1 to G3, not corrected for Galactic extinction.
Object
G1
G2
G3

RA, Dec (J2000)
06:20:16.96, −55:11:56.6
06:20:16.99, −55:11:58.0
06:20:13.35, −55:11:54.9

g
24.22(15)
25.20(50)
23.13(12)

r
23.41(05)
24.50(06)
23.12(05)

one of the galaxies seen in projection close to the afterglow be
the host?
Close to the position of the afterglow there is a relatively
bright galaxy (labeled G1 in Fig. 10) with r = 23.41 ± 0.05.
Using the stacked GROND g r i z -band images from the fifth
epoch, its central coordinates (Table 6) are oﬀset by 2.6±0.3 arcsec from the position of the optical afterglow. If this galaxy is at
the redshift of the burst, then the projected oﬀset of the optical
transient from its center is 22.2±2.6 kpc. This is almost 20 times
more than the median projected angular oﬀset of 1.31 kpc found
by Bloom et al. (2002) for a sample of 20 host galaxies of long
bursts, making it unlikely that this is the host galaxy of GRB
080928.
Some arcseconds south of G1 lies a diﬀuse object that
could either be physically associated to G1 or represent another
foreground/background galaxy. This object (G2 in Fig. 10) is
1.5 ± 0.3 arcsec away from the afterglow position. If it is at the
redshift of the burst, its projected distance from the afterglow
is 13 ± 2.6 kpc, again hardly in agreement with the observed
GRB oﬀset distribution. However, both objects/galaxies are potentially close enough in projection to imprint a signal on the
GRB afterglow spectrum. Indeed, Fynbo et al. (2009) report a
foreground absorption line system exhibiting several strong Fe,
Mg and Ca lines at a redshift of z = 0.7359. In the 1 slit passing over the afterglow, Fynbo et al. (2009) identify a galaxy 30
away from the afterglow at a redshift of z = 0.736. This redshift is identical to the value found for the absorption line system
(Vreeswijk et al. 2008). We labeled this galaxy as G3.
To clarify if G1 or G2 could be responsible for the absorption line system found in the afterglow light, we fit
our multicolor photometry of these galaxies using HyperZ
A142, page 12 of 17

i
22.43(08)
23.26(09)
22.63(07)

z
22.03(08)
22.70(05)
22.20(05)

J
20.89(09)
21.50(20)
>22.0

H
20.55(30)
21.20(30)
>21.6

Ks
20.00(50)
>20.7
>20.9

Table 7. HyperZ results for the fit of the SED of G1, G2, and G3.
Object
G1 starburst
G2 irregular
G3 irregular

χ20.7359

Dust

Ahost
V

χ21.6919

Dust

Ahost
V

3.98
1.07
1.01

LMC
LMC
–

1.0
0.7
0.0

3.47
3.49
3.76

SMC
MW
–

0.8
0.8
0.0

Notes. Column 1 provides the galaxy template that fit the data best.
Columns 3 and 6 contain information about the deduced extinction law.
Columns 4 and 7 give the corresponding global visual extinction. For
further details see Sect. 3.4.

(Bolzonella et al. 2000). This multicolor photometry was performed on the GROND images in the following way. At first
PSF-matching techniques under IRAF were used to correct for
a diﬀerent seeing (see Alcock et al. 1999). Then aperture photometry was applied. In Table 7 we provide the best fit of the
observed broad-band SEDs of G1, G2, and G3 for a fixed redshift (either z = 0.736, the redshift of the intervening system, or
z = 1.6919, the redshift of the afterglow). The results are based
on GROND data obtained 6.5 months after the burst. They indicate that with high probability none of the galaxies is the host
galaxy and that G1 is not the foreground absorber seen in the
afterglow spectrum.
For object G3, we find a HyperZ solution in very good agreement with the value of z = 0.736 reported by Vreeswijk et al.
(2008) (χ2 /d.o.f = 1.01). However, the detection in only the four
optical bands does not allow us to constrain the dust extinction
in this galaxy. Unfortunately, in the case of G2 a HyperZ fit with
the redshift as a free parameter leads to no conclusive results,

A. Rossi et al.: GRB 080928

H

Ks

J
z’
i’
r’

g’

Fig. 11. The SED of galaxy G1 close to the afterglow (see Fig. 10),
obtained from images taken with GROND 6.5 months after the burst
(g r i z JHK s filters). Shown is the best HyperZ fit that is based on the
template of a dusty starburst galaxy at a redshift of z = 1.46 (see also
Table 7).

the resulting error bars are very large, and the photometry can be
aﬀected by the nearby galaxy G1. On the other hand, a HyperZ
fit with the redshift fixed at z = 0.736 gives a reasonable photometric solution (χ2 /d.o.f = 1.07; Table 7). This makes it possible
that G2 is responsible for the absorption line system seen in the
afterglow spectrum, given the proximity of G2 to the spectral slit
passing over G3 and the afterglow.
When we treat the redshift as a free parameter, not fixing it
to the value of the afterglow or the absorbing system, we find
that the best HyperZ solution for G1 is z = 1.46+0.15
−0.10 (Fig. 11), in
both cases (whether we consider G2 to be a separate galaxy or
not), confirming that G1 is not related to any other object.

4. Summary
GRB 080928 was a long burst that lasted for about 400 s. It was
detected by Swift/BAT and Fermi/GBM and was followed up
by Swift/XRT and Swift/UVOT. Ground-based follow up observations were performed by the robotic ROTSE-IIIa telescope in
Australia and the multi-channel imager GROND on La Silla. Its
early X-ray light curve is dominated by two bright peaks that occurred within the first 400 s after the BAT trigger. The first peak
is delayed by some seconds from the gamma-ray peak emission,
while the second peak has no obvious counterpart in the highenergy band. It occurred when the gamma-ray emission had already faded away. After a data gap between about 400 s and
4 ks, the X-ray light curve continued to show evidence of smallscale fluctuations, while between 200 s and 10 ks the optical
light curve shows bumps and dips, possibly related to energyinjections into the forward shock (refreshed shocks).
Between about 200 s and 400 s after the BAT trigger, both
Swift/UVOT and ROTSE-IIIa detected optical emission and
Swift/XRT monitored X-ray radiation, while the GRB was still
emitting in the gamma-ray band. The combination of these data
allowed us to construct the SED from about 1 eV to 150 keV at
several epochs, making GRB 080928 one of the rare cases where
a spectral energy distribution spanning from optical to gamma
rays can be traced during the prompt emission. The first epoch

covers the main peak emission in gamma rays, as well as in the
X-ray band. The resulting SED can be understood as due to synchrotron radiation with a break energy around 4 keV.
In addition, the optical and X-ray data allowed us to confirm that the radiation following the first strong peak seen in the
X-ray light curve comes from large-angle emission. The peak
itself might have a diﬀerent origin. Considering the observed
rising optical emission contemporaneous to the decaying X-ray
tail, we found that the data can only be understood if one of the
assumptions made in the LAE model is relaxed, namely the assumption that the electron population is the same at all angles θ.
This implies the use of a generalized version of the LAE model,
for which we obtain the flux and the energy of the peak evolving as Fp ∝ θ−2−a and Ep ∝ θ−1−b , with a = −1.2 ± 0.2 and
b = 1.1 ± 0.5. Those dependencies reflect the distribution with
angle of the ejecta parameters that determine Fp and Ep , such as
ejecta kinetic energy per solid angle or the bulk Lorentz factor.
The X-ray data can be best fit by assuming an eﬀective hy+1.8
drogen column density in the host of NHhost = 3.6−2.2
× 1021 cm−2 .
For a MW interstellar medium, this would imply a host extinchost
tion of Ahost
= 2+1.0
= 0.12 ± 0.03 mag
V
−1.2 mag, in contrast to AV
found in the optical afterglow data, which indeed seem to favor
a MW interstellar extinction law. That the dust-to-gas ratio is
relatively small along GRB sight-lines in their host galaxies is a
well-known phenomenon, possibly owing to dust destruction by
the intense fireball light.
In our interpretation of the data, the first peak in the optical light curve at ∼1 ks is the onset of the afterglow, and the
following two bumps at ∼2 ks and ∼10 ks are caused by energyinjections. Applying an energy injection model, the analysis explains the data after 10 ks with a post-jet evolution requiring a
small opening angle (<
∼1.0 degree).
The optical afterglow was found to be about 2.6 arcsec
south of a relatively bright face-on galaxy, with unknown
redshift. However, its photometric redshift based on GROND
g r i z JHK s data is in disagreement with the redshift of the afterglow found by Fynbo et al. (2009). In addition, the angular
oﬀset of the afterglow from this galaxy, corresponding to about
22 kpc at a redshift of z = 1.69, does not favor its identification as the GRB host. Since no galaxy underlying the position
of the afterglow could be detected, only deep flux limits for its
host galaxy could be obtained. No other host galaxy candidate
could be identified. However, given the redshift of the burst, this
is not remarkable and matches the ensemble properties of the
luminosities of GRB host galaxies found so far (Savaglio et al.
2009).
GRB 080928 has shown once more the tremendous amount
of information that can be gathered for a single burst and the
fundamental importance of both timely responses and the joint
analysis of all the available data. It is the combination of gammaray, X-ray, and optical/NIR data that once more characterizes the
golden age of GRB research.
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Appendix A: The data set

Table A.2. Log of the Swift/UVOT observations.

Table A.1. Log of the ROTSE-IIIa telescope observations.
Time
(days)
0.002160
0.004509
0.008266
0.012341
0.016375
0.020442
0.024512
0.028530
0.034383
0.042429
0.054459
0.062571
0.070628
0.078676
0.087760
0.096907
0.104911
0.112957
0.121012
0.130107
0.139266
0.147299
0.155384

Time
(s)
186.7
389.6
714.2
1066.3
1414.8
1766.2
2117.8
2465.0
2970.7
3665.9
4705.3
5406.2
6102.2
6797.6
7582.5
8372.8
9064.3
9759.5
10455.4
11241.2
12032.6
12726.6
13425.2

T start
(s)
132.0
272.8
565.6
911.2
1256.7
1602.1
1956.1
2302.2
2648.7
3340.8
4373.1
5071.8
5771.4
6461.6
7160.1
8038.5
8729.8
9420.7
10119.7
10811.6
11696.8
12386.8
13084.4

T stop
(s)
263.9
556.3
901.8
1247.7
1592.9
1947.2
2293.0
2639.3
3331.8
4022.6
5062.8
5762.6
6452.0
7151.1
8029.8
8720.9
9411.6
10110.5
10802.3
11687.9
12378.0
13075.8
13774.8

CR Magnitude
>18.5
18.38 ± 0.22
17.35 ± 0.10
17.16 ± 0.09
17.48 ± 0.13
17.20 ± 0.10
16.50 ± 0.06
16.51 ± 0.10
16.54 ± 0.06
16.85 ± 0.05
17.18 ± 0.08
17.49 ± 0.10
17.35 ± 0.08
16.99 ± 0.09
16.90 ± 0.07
16.96 ± 0.08
16.85 ± 0.05
16.68 ± 0.06
16.86 ± 0.05
16.97 ± 0.06
17.17 ± 0.07
17.22 ± 0.10
17.38 ± 0.15

Notes. Magnitudes are Vega magnitudes (unfiltered R-equivalent
data, see Quimby et al. 2006), not corrected for Galactic extinction
(Sect. 2.3). Midtimes have been derived logarithmically.

Time
(days)
0.001909
0.002184
0.002416
0.002648
0.002879
0.003110
0.003834
0.004969
0.050063
0.052440
0.054817
0.057191
0.059573
0.061956
0.064332
0.066706
0.069081
0.071451
0.073834
0.076205
0.078267
0.117545
0.121060
0.124573
0.131495
0.141377
0.184457
0.187971
0.191485
0.195021
0.198535
0.202048
0.205580
0.209096
0.211904
0.254794
0.261860
0.265374
0.268888
0.272424
0.275939
0.278780
0.321708
0.332203
0.339259
0.342773
0.345653
0.385349
0.841783
0.853404
0.903886
0.954216
1.005800
1.095660
0.864812
0.864400
1.811460
2.194020
2.196340
2.199990
3.177100

Time
(s)
164.9
188.7
208.7
228.7
248.8
268.7
331.2
429.3
4325.4
4530.8
4736.2
4941.3
5147.1
5353.0
5558.3
5763.4
5968.6
6173.4
6379.2
6584.1
6762.3
10155.9
10459.6
10763.1
11361.1
12214.9
15937.1
16240.7
16544.3
16849.8
17153.4
17456.9
17762.1
18065.9
18308.5
22014.2
22624.7
22928.4
23231.9
23537.4
23841.1
24086.6
27795.5
28702.3
29312.0
29615.6
29864.5
33294.2
72730.0
73734.1
78095.7
82444.2
86901.3
94665.0
74719.8
74684.2
156510.0
189563.0
189764.0
190079.0
274501.0

T start
(s)
160.4
179.0
199.0
219.0
239.0
259.0
285.0
385.0
4226.7
4432.0
4637.3
4842.5
5048.2
5254.0
5459.3
5664.3
5869.6
6074.3
6280.1
6485.0
6690.7
10007.1
10310.8
10614.3
10920.2
11826.8
15787.9
16091.5
16395.1
16700.6
17004.2
17307.7
17612.9
17916.6
18220.2
21568.9
22475.3
22779.0
23082.5
23388.0
23691.7
23995.4
27349.3
28256.0
29162.5
29466.1
29770.2
33157.3
46011.4
46917.8
52273.5
56280.7
62061.1
73622.3
74534.4
74534.4
121764.2
178401.4
178556.9
178715.3
260418.7

T stop
(s)
169.7
199.0
219.0
239.0
259.0
278.7
385.0
478.7
4426.5
4631.8
4837.1
5042.2
5247.9
5453.8
5659.1
5864.1
6069.3
6274.1
6479.9
6684.7
6834.6
10306.9
10610.6
10914.0
11819.9
12615.8
16087.7
16391.3
16694.9
17000.3
17304.0
17607.5
17912.6
18216.4
18397.2
22468.7
22775.1
23078.7
23382.3
23687.8
23991.5
24178.3
28249.1
29155.7
29462.3
29765.8
29959.0
33431.6
114964.1
115877.5
116673.6
120770.5
121684.1
121722.0
74905.6
74834.2
201170.5
201423.3
201674.8
202165.7
289345.7

Magnitude

Filter

>17.1
>19.7
19.03 ± 0.25
18.70 ± 0.21
18.44 ± 0.17
19.29 ± 0.31
19.15 ± 0.41
18.96 ± 0.39
>19.1
18.02 ± 0.15
17.54 ± 0.07
18.05 ± 0.08
17.96 ± 0.04
>19.3
17.66 ± 0.10
>19.0
18.07 ± 0.15
17.74 ± 0.11
18.02 ± 0.08
17.81 ± 0.05
>18.8
17.16 ± 0.07
17.24 ± 0.06
17.34 ± 0.07
19.66 ± 0.28
18.28 ± 0.10
18.35 ± 0.09
18.21 ± 0.09
18.38 ± 0.09
18.74 ± 0.08
18.87 ± 0.09
18.71 ± 0.09
18.51 ± 0.06
18.64 ± 0.06
18.65 ± 0.09
19.25 ± 0.13
18.45 ± 0.10
18.75 ± 0.12
18.74 ± 0.13
19.25 ± 0.14
19.11 ± 0.16
19.49 ± 0.30
>20.2
19.71 ± 0.18
19.34 ± 0.23
19.73 ± 0.37
>18.9
>19.6
>21.9
21.14 ± 0.31
>21.5
>21.8
21.31 ± 0.22
>21.3
21.85 ± 0.36
21.73 ± 0.34
>20.5
>21.1
>21.4
>21.3
>21.9

v
white
white
white
white
white
v
v
uvm2
uvw1
u
b
white
uvw2
v
uvm2
uvw1
u
b
white
uvw2
v
v
v
uvm2
uvw1
u
u
u
b
b
b
white
white
white
uvw1
u
u
u
b
b
b
uvm2
uvw1
u
u
u
uvw2
uvw2
v
uvm2
uvw1
u
b
white
white
v
u
b
uvw1
u

Notes. Magnitudes are Vega magnitudes, not corrected for Galactic extinction (Sect. 2.3). Midtimes have been derived logarithmically.
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Table A.3. Log of the GROND multi-color observations.
Time
(days)
0.6031
0.6031
0.7398
0.7398
1.7370
1.7370
2.708
2.708
201
201

Filter
g r i z
JHK S
g r i z
JHK S
g r i z
JHK S
g r i z
JHK S
g r i z
JHK s

Exposure
(s)
12 × 370
240 × 10
12 × 370
360 × 10
12 × 370
360 × 10
4 × 370
120 × 10
12 × 370
360 × 10

Brightness (magAB )
21.40 ± 0.15 / 21.03 ± 0.07 / 20.54 ± 0.07 / 20.43 ± 0.08
19.83 ± 0.10 / 19.49 ± 0.15 / 19.11 ± 0.15
21.93 ± 0.16 / 21.48 ± 0.08 / 21.13 ± 0.10 / 20.78 ± 0.10
20.40 ± 0.16 / 20.01 ± 0.22 / 19.60 ± 0.30
23.35 ± 0.25 / 22.99 ± 0.10 / 22.56 ± 0.16 / 22.53 ± 0.16
>21.8 / >20.9 / >20.4
>24.3 / 23.41 ± 0.40 / 23.35 ± 0.73 / >23.2
>21.2 / >20.4 / >19.8
>25.4 / >25.6 / >24.6 / >24.3
>22.0 / >21.6 / >20.9

Notes. Magnitudes are given in the AB photometric system, not corrected for Galactic extinction (Sect. 2.3). Midtimes have been derived
logarithmically.
Table A.4. Secondary standard stars within 4 arcmin of the afterglow position (Fig. 2).
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

RA, Dec (J2000)
06:20:15.23 −55:12:45.4
06:20:13.45 −55:12:32.5
06:20:13.87 −55:12:17.1
06:20:14.65 −55:12:01.1
06:20:12.70 −55:11:55.1
06:20:12.21 −55:11:45.9
06:20:14.51 −55:11:45.1
06:20:06.18 −55:12:02.1
06:19:58.96 −55:12:57.4
06:19:58.75 −55:10:40.3
06:19:56.64 −55:09:57.4
06:20:16.00 −55:10:28.9

g
14.426(01)
19.427(05)
17.291(01)
17.513(02)
20.734(14)
18.307(02)
19.989(08)
20.499(05)
17.430(03)
19.275(03)
20.949(14)
18.087(03)

r
13.727(01)
18.987(05)
16.982(01)
17.366(02)
19.460(08)
18.061(03)
18.962(05)
19.456(03)
17.413(02)
18.121(02)
20.212(14)
17.755(02)

i
13.269(01)
18.593(05)
16.709(01)
17.103(02)
18.017(03)
17.734(03)
18.204(04)
18.453(03)
17.206(02)
17.026(02)
19.672(13)
17.442(03)

z
13.102(01)
18.478(08)
16.668(02)
17.072(03)
17.450(04)
17.643(04)
17.946(05)
18.077(02)
17.185(01)
16.613(01)
19.389(14)
17.370(01)

J
12.753(01)
18.267(05)
16.568(03)
16.988(03)
16.886(03)
17.508(04)
17.561(03)
17.598(06)
17.123(04)
16.110(05)
18.794(08)
17.168(05)

H
12.613(02)
18.219(10)
16.673(03)
17.100(03)
16.778(04)
17.509(05)
17.341(05)
17.353(08)
17.312(07)
16.022(05)
18.609(12)
17.218(06)

Ks
12.880(02)
18.435(23)
16.780(07)
17.208(10)
16.853(07)
17.711(23)
17.378(11)
17.556(05)
17.553(07)
16.143(02)
18.403(13)
17.313(04)

Notes. Numbers in parentheses give the photometric 1σ statistical uncertainty of the secondary standards in units of 10 milli-mag.
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Fig. A.1. The complete optical/NIR data set of the afterglow of GRB 080928 as listed in Tables A.1–A.3. All magnitudes are given in the Vega
system, and the GROND magnitudes are corrected according Greiner et al. (2008). Colors have been shifted by the values given in the legend for
clarity. Downward pointing triangles are upper limits, uvw2 was the only filter in which only upper limits could be derived.
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